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Summary
In massive pulmonary thromboembolism, requiring cardiopulmonary resuscitation, venous-arterial extracorporeal membrane oxygenation can decompress the overloaded right atrium and ventricle while stabilizing hemodynamic status. However, vascular injuries occur in slightly less than 20% of cases during cannulation. In a 44-year-old woman with suspected pulmonary thromboembolism, a common femoral artery perforation occurred unexpectedly during cannulation for extracorporeal membrane oxygenation. The patient was unstable due to active bleeding. Fortunately, we occluded the bleeding site using a stent. Interventional cardiologists are frequently challenged by vascular injury during cannulation for extracorporeal membrane oxygenation. We recommend imaging modalities to prevent vascular complications. However, if vascular injuries occur, stent placement should be considered for patients with arterial perforation during cannulation for extracorporeal membrane oxygenation. (Int Heart J 2019; 60: 231-234)
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Massive pulmonary thromboembolism (PE) is defined as an embolus causing sufficient blockage to pulmonary flow, resulting in hemodynamic instability, hypoxia, and right heart failure. Massive PE is associated with poor clinical outcome. Early mortality in patients with massive PE is at least 15%, and the mortality rate in patients requiring cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is as high as 64.8%. High-dose unfractionated heparin should be administered upon suspicion of massive PE. Systemic fibrinolysis is the first-line treatment in patients with massive PE, although it is not worth the risk in all patients with acute PE. Other treatment methods include open surgical embolectomy and catheter thrombectomy.

Venous-arterial (V-A) extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) improves right heart failure, and stabilizes hemodynamic status in critically ill patients with massive PE who are too unstable to tolerate other interventions. However, vascular complications occur in fewer than 20% of cases during cannulation for ECMO, but the consequences are serious. This negatively affects survival in patients receiving veno-arterial ECMO. Herein, we report the successful endovascular management of common femoral artery (CFA) perforation during cannulation for ECMO in a patient requiring CPR due to massive PE.

Case Report
A 44-year-old woman with no prior history of disease was referred to the emergency room with severe dyspnea for one week. One month earlier, she had applied a splint to her right ankle due to a sprain. Clinical examination revealed signs of cardiogenic shock, including low blood pressure (70/40 mmHg), tachycardia (heart rate 120/minute), and tachypnea (respiratory rate 30/minute). Chest X-rays were normal. An electrocardiogram (ECG) showed sinus tachycardia with S1Q3T3. Laboratory testing revealed an elevated d-dimer level (6.19 mg/L). Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) revealed a D-shaped left ventricle (Figure 1A), along with right atrium dilatation and right ventricle cavities (Figure 1B), pulmonary hypertension (RVSP 56.6 mmHg, Figure 1C) and RV dysfunction (TAPSE 8 mm, Figure 1D). Clinically, PE was suspected. The patient arrested ten minutes after her arrival and CPR was started. During CPR, V-A ECMO was applied for hemodynamic stabilization. ECMO insertion was attempted via the left femoral artery and left femoral vein because the intravenous line was only in the right femoral vein. However, the left site approach failed because the patient was obese (body mass index: 28.7), and an acute hematoma developed at her left thigh and abdomen. Manual compression was applied at the hematoma site, and ECMO was applied via the right femoral artery and right femoral vein. The Capiox (Terumo, To...
Figure 1. Transthoracic echocardiogram. Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) revealed D-shaped left ventricle (A), dilated RA and RV cavities (B), pulmonary hypertension (C), and RV dysfunction (D).

Figure 2. Computed tomography. Computed tomography findings show a massive hematoma (white arrow) along the left anterior and posterior paranephric space (A) and heavy thrombus (yellow arrowheads) in both pulmonary arteries (B). One month later, follow-up CT findings revealed regression of massive hematoma (C).

kyo, Japan) emergent bypass system was used. The ECMO was successfully inserted by right femoral cannulation, but the patient was unstable due to active bleeding.

Computed tomography (CT) findings showed a massive hematoma along the left anterior and posterior paranephric space (Figure 2A) and thrombi in both pulmonary arteries (Figure 2B). Peripheral artery angiography was performed to manage vascular complications.

At first, a 5-Fr catheter was inserted in the left brachial artery using the cut-down procedure. Angiography showed perforation of the left CFA (Figure 3A). After occlusion of the perforation site using a 5 × 40 mm balloon, the left inguinal area was opened using the cut-down procedure to repair arterial bleeding. Unexpected venous injuries were also observed and were too severe to repair. The arterial bleeding site could not be approximated due to massive hematoma. Therefore, the 8 Fr shuttle sheath (Cook Medical, Bloomington, USA) in the left brachial artery was replaced with an 8 × 50 mm Viabahn stent graft (W.L. Gore, Flagstaff, Ariz) in the left CFA to occlude the bleeding site (Figure 3B). Fortunately, the patient was stable after stent placement. Unfractionated heparin was administered to reduce the PTE burden. The patient was decannulated six days after ECMO insertion. One month later, follow-up CT findings revealed regression of massive hematoma (Figure 2C) and the patient
was discharged without sequelae. The patient remains asymptomatic two years after discharge.

Discussion

In the present case, CFA perforation was encountered during cannulation for ECMO in a patient requiring CPR due to massive PE. The arterial bleed was successfully controlled using stent placement. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no reports of successful management of perforated CFA during cannulation for ECMO using a stent.

Massive PE is life-threatening. In the International Cooperative Pulmonary Embolism Registry (ICOPER) of 2454 consecutive patients from 7 countries, 88.9% were symptomatic and hemodynamically stable, and 4.2% were hemodynamically unstable. Thrombolysis is recommended as the standard treatment in patients with massive PE. However, major bleeding increases with thrombolysis, compared to heparin, and recurrent PE or death also occurred in some patients treated with thrombolysis. Other treatment options are open surgical embolectomy and catheter thrombectomy. However, pulmonary embolectomy results are not always satisfactory. If thrombolysis is selected as the first treatment, ECMO cannot be used to stabilize hemodynamic status because of the high risk of bleeding. Therefore, ECMO was inserted first in our case. V-A ECMO can provide lifesaving hemodynamic and respiratory support in critically ill patients with massive PE who require CPR or are too unstable to tolerate other treatment options.

V-A ECMO decompresses the acutely overloaded right atrium and ventricle while stabilizing hemodynamic status in patients with massive PE. However, vascular complications occur in fewer than 20% of ECMO patients. Most patients require surgical intervention with a high technical success. However, a surgical primary repair of arterial injuries may potentially increase cardiac damage in unstable patients. In addition, secondary complications after surgery, such as hematoma and postoperative infection, frequently develop. Successful endovascular management with covered stent has been proposed as an alternative to surgical repair. There are some benefits for endovascular management with covered stent, such as the procedure can be performed under local anesthesia, it can be completed rapidly, there is reduced morbidity associated with less invasive management, and patients with multiple comorbidities can be treated. In our case, surgical intervention was difficult to perform due to the massive venous bleeding, and we chose endovascular management with covered stent.

Imaging modalities, including ultrasound and fluoroscopy, are used for cannulation of ECMO to prevent vascular complications. However, in our case, ECMO cannulation was performed without imaging modalities because this case was urgent. Vascular complications are associated with reduced survival. A previous report on vascular injury management stated that 18 of 101 patients undergoing ECMO via femoral cannulation developed peripheral vascular complications. Of these, 16 patients required surgical intervention and 8 patients required femoral endarterectomy with patch angioplasty. In our previous report, 19 of 95 patients developed cannula site bleeding in patients with cardiac failure requiring ECMO. One (5.3%) was managed by using covered stent, two (10.5%) were managed nonoperatively, and 16 (84.2%) needed surgical intervention. Nine of the patients requiring surgery underwent primary repair and one underwent femoral endarterectomy with patch angioplasty.

ECMO’s importance in CPR is expected to increase due to longer life expectancies. Interventional cardiologists are frequently challenged by vascular injury during cannulation for ECMO. Imaging modalities are recommended to prevent vascular complications during ECMO cannulation. However, if vascular injuries occur, stent placement should be considered for patients with arterial perforation during cannulation for ECMO.
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